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Introduction
• (Saito, in Sunari N., 2021) Language is created from the existence of a 場面 or setting. This 

setting is the reason why in oral communication, intonation is an important thing that 
determines the meaning of a sentence.

• In Japanese language learning in general, there is a speaking learning. However, 
intonation learning is rarely applied in it.

• (Abe I., 1998) There are four important functions of intonation that can affect the 
meaning of an sentence: (1) demarcation, (2) grammatical, (3) attitudinal, and (4) 
emphasis.

• The grammatical function of intonation shows the form of a sentence. If this 
grammatical form is incorrectly mentioned, it can lead to different meanings.

• Therefore, the researcher observed a self-learning of intonation for declarative 
sentences and interrogative sentences in Japanese through learning intonation curve of 
sentences.

Research Question :
Is a sentence’s intonation curve necessary 

for learning an intonation? 



Literature Review
• The second language speech will primarily retain first 

language characteristics and only significantly pick up 
characteristics of the target language in the final stages 
of acquisition. (Tsurutani, C. 2009)

• The learning of intonation in a second language occurs 
at two levels: 1) learning the categorical patterns of the 
foreign intonation, 2) learning to produce continuous 
intonation streams that are similar to those of their 
original tongue. (Ueyama, M. 1997) 



Method

• Research Method : Qualitative
• Data Gathering Method : Observation
• Instrument : Recording Data, Praat Software
• Research’s Step :

Instrument making, 
using OJAD website 

(16 Japanese Sentenses)

Audio data recording, 
using Praat Software

Observing and 
analysing data through 

intonation’s curve



Findings and Discussion
1. Respondent’s Data Profile

Name
(Initial)

Age
Japanese 

Level

AY 22 Beginner

ZA 21 Intermediate

CL 23 Advance

2. Treatment Phase

Phase I

•Respondent are asked to read sentence
without audio sample nor sentence intonation curve

Phase II

•Respondent are asked to read sentence
with just an audio sample

Phase III

•Respondent are asked to read sentence
with just an sentence intonation curve

Phase IV

•Respondent are asked to read sentence
with audio sample and sentence intonation curve

*This level is determined based on online 
short test  “SPOT Test”



Findings and Discussion
3. the Average Errors According 
to the Type of Treatment Given

4. the Average Errors According 
to the Form of Sentence
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Conclusion

• Learner‘s intonation accuracy can be improved through 
the use of audio and intonation curves.

• The study's results indicate the need of including a 
visualization of the intonation curve in Japanese 
learning materials in addition to audio in order to help 
learners pronounce Japanese words accurately 
according to their intended meaning.
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